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Abs

The paper describes the rationale. and procedures used to
develop and validate a videodisc to assist in the diagnosis of
math skills.

The dis 4c focuses on math skills taught in the first three
grades. Eacli skill can be presented in English or Spanish. The

disc has beep designed to assess competencies and commonly-made
errors. Desriptions of the different equipment configurations
possible Arno nr-ig videodisc players, microcomputers, touch screens,
and printers are included. The math disc was designed to be
compatible with most of the math xtbooks.



Objectives

THE APPLICATION or VIDEODISC TECHNOLOGY

TO THE DIAGNOSIS OF MATH SKILLS

nd Rational

The major objective of the interactive videodisc for Special
Education Technology (INSET) project is to develop and validate
an interactive videodisc program to help diagnose specific math
problems in the achievement range K-3 for both English and Spanish
speaking students.

The basic rationale for the project results fiom the need
to conduct research on alternatives to the more traditional diag-
nostic testing procedures. Some of the common problems associated
with this type of testing include:

1. The difficulty of discriminating between language skills and
imath skills when the student's most proficient language s

not Ehglish.

2. The difficulty of discriminating between reading skills and
math skills when using a written math assessment instrument.

The need for assessment systems to respond to individual
patterns of test performance.

The difficulty of managing large numbers of specific objectives.
This problem is most acute with criterion referenced assessment.

S. The need for a means to administer assessments that are con-
sistent across assessment environments.

The IVSFT Math Assessment Program

The INSET Math Assessment Program is designed to be a criterion
referenced measure of the math skills of students whose math achieve-
ment range lies between grades 1 and 3. At the teacher's option the
test can be administered in either English or Spanish. The use of the
videodisc allows this because two audio tracks are available for each
section of video. This allows Hispanic students, whose primary language
is not English, to take the test in his/her primary language.

The TVSET Math Assessment Program provides a unique testing environ-
ment. Students are not required to have reading skills as the test is
administered orally, thus reducing the impact of reading ability on test
performance. This is especially important in the case of learning dis-
abled populations where there may be wide discrepancies between reading
and mathematical ability. Since it :s criterion referenced, it provides
a profile of student's mastery of skills instead of a grade equivalent
score. This allows the user to focus instruction or remediation on
specific problems identified from the assessment.
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Two equivalent forms of the test contain 408 criterion referenced
items each. These items consist of a graphic and an audio segment.
All of the questions are of the multiple choice or true/false variety.
No constructed responses are required. The test is divided into seven
"strands". Each strand covers a mathematical concept or skill area.
Problems in each strand are presented in ascending order of difficulty.
Each strand is further divided into "Sections". Sections contain sub-
groups of skills within each strand. Management of this large number
of items is possible because the computer controls the presentation of
the items, branching to different strands and the Collection of data.
The student's progress is monitored by the computer throughout the
assessment process.

When the test is administ ,students start with the first question
in the first section of a strand. Teachers can select any strand to
begin the assessment. Test questions in a section are administered
until a student makes three consecutive errors. When a student misses
three consecutive questions the student is then branched to the next
section in the strand. When all sections in a strand base been com-
pleted in this manner, the next strand is presented or the program
branches back to a menu.

Teachers have two methods of administering the ist. If the teacher
desires to give a complete assessment and test every area, the system will
automatically administer the entire test (and even call the teacher when
it is time to turn over the disc). If a teacher only wished to check a
particular area, the system allows- the user to select the particular
strand and section desired, administer it and return to a main menu.
The system can also be exited at any time by the student or teacher.

Equipment Configurations

The IVSET Math Assessment Program uses two separate systems to
deliver the test. These are referred to as the "Full System" and
the "Stand Alone" system. These systems both use the same disc but
differ in the equipment configuration.

The Full System (See Figure 1) consists of a Pioneer tadel 7820-111
Videodisc player, an Apple II Plus microcomputer with two SII" floppy
disc drives, a SONY 12" color monitor and a Carroll Mgf, touch panel
built into the monitor. The videodisc Player was selected for its
rapid, random access capabilities and excellent still frame quality.
(A typical search and retrieval of an instruction or feedback segment
takes less than 1 second). The touch panel is a light interrupt system
that allows the student to interact with the system simply by touching
the monitor screen. The Apple II controls the system through computer
programs and an interface device (Allen VMI Board). Both were designed
and developed by IVSET Program staff. The videodisc is the storage
medium. It has the approximate size and appearance of an LP phono-
graph record and is capable of storing 54,C00'individual frames of
video cr 30 minutes of.audio and motion video on each side. It also

has two independent audio tracks.



-igned to automatically track student pro-
st, record responses, provide for report genera-
dts, process information and do error analysis
t responses. Error analysis is perfonlied upon

which involve computation _by the student. Some
ice distracters used by the teacher were constructed

,rticular computation error. The teacher uses this
.ttern of errors. The computer automatically records

:rors of any particular error type and the number of times
.)Lad have made the error. This allows the teacher to

other multiple errors of the same type were _coincidental
ostr dye of a pattern. For example, a student who made an error

Vhe was exposed to it as an option may have a computation
But a student who made the error twice with twelve chances

k_t piobably represents chance.

The Stand Alone System (See Figure 2) uses only a videodisc player,
monitor, and printer. Test presentation is identical in both systems.
The Stand Alone System uses the Remote Control Unit to enter. student
responses. It uses the built in microprocessor in the videodisc player
to control the tent administration. The programs that control the
player are contained on the disc itself. These programs are read by
the player and allow the Stand Alone System to continually reprogram
itself. The Stand Alone System also allows the user to obtain a print-
out of test results if desired.

Disc Capacity

At the current state of videodisc technology, a disc will store
the video for 108,000 still frames or 1 hour of video motion and
associated audio. With the IVSET math assessment system the video
can always be represented with one still frame, however, since
spoken instructions are used with each item of the assessment,
audio- is required. Audio requires 30 frames per second which trans-
lates into the 1 hour capacity. Working with these constraints, we
were able to store 15 minutes of training material and 408 items on
one disc. On the average, each item used approximately seconds of
video disc space. If the pupil and teacher training information was
not put on the disc, approximately 550 items of the type used in the
IVSET Math Assessment could be stored on one video disc. In the near
future (within 2 years) compressed audio will be available with video-
disc systems. The projection is that 7 seconds of audio will be avail-
able with each frame. At this ratio 210 hours of audio or-108,000
assessment items of the type used in theIVSET Math Assessment program,
could be stored on one videodisc.

Formative Evaluation

One of the problems encountered in the production of videodisc
programs is in inability to formatively assess the program prior to
the mastering of a disc. This problem arises because the disc is a
read-only device. That is, once a disc is produced (mastered) it
cannot be changed. Since videodisc mastering is relatively expensive,
($2500.00 per side), it is desirable to conduct formative evaluations



before the disc is mastered. Thebest means available at present is
the use of random access videotape systems. These can simulate some
but certainly-- not all of the characteristics of a videodisc. While
microcomputers controlled interface cards are available for both the
videodisc and random access videotape, an interface card did not exist
that would al_ low one to use the my software easily with both video-
tape and vide odisc. As a part cif this project we developed a single
interface board that will work with most of the random access video-
tape systems as well as the more common rmou videodisc systems.. This cr
has been desi erred for an Apple IImimpcomputer and will be used is
preliminary f-field testing of the system in April 1983. After reysi.._
the videodisc will be produced aadfield tested in the Fall of 1983.

To. date t he following RU objectives have been achieved:

1. Item - content has been identified, prototype video tapes have
been -developed, expert reviews of tapes have been completed
and r=ield testing with pupils is in progress.

2. An in terface board to facilitate both the formative evaluation
with --video tape and the final operation with videodisc has
been ...developed and field tested in wirewrap form.

3. An in--terface program has been developed to drive a printer
from videodisc without the use of a separate microcomputer.

4. A simmellation program has been developed that would allow for
the formative evaluation of digital dumps to control the
videoisc and printer.

S. An authoring system has been developed that will allow for
the development of both criterion referenced assessment
instraiments and tutorial programs capable of handling the
videoe=disc4 tnuchscreen, keyboard, microcomputer and printer.
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